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(API) suitable for calculating useful information related to

the Linked Datasets available on the WWW. This

information includes the identification of the most

prestigious nodes, the key predicates, the reachability of the

nodes, and more statistics concerning the linked datasets. In

this first version of the TheMa API, a simple, yet useful set

of methods from the field of the network theory have been

included. To the best of our knowledge, this API comprises

one of the first reported attempts to provide a set of useful

methods for analyzing and mining Linked Datasets available

on the Web.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 presents the state-of-the-art relating to data mining

techniques for dealing with Linked Data. Section 3

describes our contribution, including the preliminary

notions of the concepts involved, the design decisions and

the development details taken into account when developing

TheMa. In Section 4, we evaluate our implementation using

a linked dataset extracted from DBPedia. In section 5, we

summarize on the work presented and suggest future lines of

research.



Abstract—Linked Open Data is a paradigm for linking the

data available on the Web in a structured format in order to

make it accessible for computers and people. This leads to

having more people and services publish their data on the web

and as a result the graph that contains all this information is

getting bigger. This paper proposes the usage of some network

analysis algorithms on a Linked Dataset in order to extract

useful information which in turn leads to a better

understanding/interpretation of the data involved, plus

comprises a first step in the direction of mining hidden

information from the dataset.

Keywords: Linked Open Data, Graph Mining, Network

Theory



INTRODUCTION

Linked Open Data (LOD) is an emerging paradigm for

connecting the data available on the World Wide Web

(WWW) in a well defined way so that it could be accessible

for computers and people [1]. Nowadays, the amount of

linked data available on the WWW is growing very quickly.

The data reflect a wide range of resources like institutional

data, user-generated content, and so on. With more and

more sources publishing their content in the form of linked

data, this amount of data is exploding, and therefore very

difficult to process. Therefore, the development of new

techniques and tools for facilitating this task comprises a

challenging task for the research community.

More specifically, dealing with this huge amount of

linked data content can be seen to comprise a challenge for

many analysts. For example, exploiting implicit information

from the linked datasets can lead to improved effectiveness

of information retrieval operations. Also, the extraction of

useful knowledge that is not explicit in its current form [3]

can lead to important competitive advantages. To the best of

our knowledge, only a few software tools for mining

information from this kind of datasets have been reported in

the literature, today [2].

In this paper, we present TheMa (derived from

Thessaloniki and Malaga: author-city affiliations in the

current project) , an Application Programming Interface
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STATE-OF-THE-ART

The great amount of linked data in the form of RDF triples

on the Web can be considered an important step forward in

the direction of establishing a structured web which may

allow not only to humans, but also computers to process and

interpret data, information or knowledge available on the

WWW. In fact, today, a number of software applications

benefit from billions of triples available in repositories like

DBpedia (www.dbpedia.org) [4]. At the same time, experts

specializing in areas like finance, medicine or

bioinformatics, demand the existence of more formal and

expressive knowledge models for their data.

Therefore, an important challenge for linked data mining

relates with the problem of mining structured datasets,

where entities are linked in some way. Links among entities

belonging to the same dataset may exhibit certain patterns,

which can be useful for many mining tasks and they are
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For the rest of this section we are going to explain the

design and the development details of TheMa.



usually hard to reveal using traditional statistical models

over conventional databases.

Such type of problems have been traditionally studied by

the link mining community who collectively label them as

“data mining techniques that explicitly consider links when

building predictive or descriptive models of the linked data”

[6].

Commonly addressed link mining tasks include object

ranking, group detection, collective classification, link

prediction and sub graph discovery [5]. Therefore, mining

Linked Data can be useful in a number of analogous

situations, some of which are explained below.



A. Design of TheMa

We have found inspiration in network theory in order to

design our API. The reason is that network theory provides

the foundations concerning the study of graphs as a

representation of relations between discrete objects; this is

direct correspondence with the proposed data model.

In this first version of our API, we have decided to

implement only basic operations like: the computation of the

prestige measure for each one node, the discovery of bridges,

and the computation of the reachability for a given node. All

these methods are overloaded, thus, they are offered under

different versions so that users can select the most

appropriate function for each application. We are going to

explain the details for these operations now.



A. Use Cases

The problem of mining linked data on the Web is becoming

relevant as more and more information is made available

online. Some of the most popular mining tasks focus on

• The identification of customer networks [9]. Mining

Linked Datasets can help provide a better understanding

one has on a dataset. This can be very useful from the

point of view of the organizations who want to cluster

people on the basis of a given common profile.

• The identification of crime or fraud networks [10].

Mining Linked Datasets can help experts who want to

identify possible fraud scenarios by discovering fraud

indicators and connections between nodes. Obviously, it

is supposed that criminals are not going to publish their

data on the WWW, but for example, institutional data on

public funds spending are usually published and many

misuses can be discovered using computer algorithms.

These are only a few examples, but we are confident that

over time, users and practitioners are likely to propose more

areas of application for this type of software.



1) Prestige: The prestige of node in a given

dataset relates to the reputation or importance that a node

has in a dataset. To represent this measure, we count the

links that converge on, and those that originate from this

node. The larger the number of links that converge on or

originate from the node, the more prestigious the node is.

Two types of node prestige measures are calculated: the outgoing prestige and in-coming prestige. The two concepts are

defined more formally as follows:

Definition: The input prestige of a node n is the

number of predicates terminating at n ( Figure 1).

Definition: The output prestige of a node n is the number

of predicates beginning at n (Figure 2).

Out-going prestige measures the links in which this node

is a subject pointing to other nodes. A very prestigious node

is one that appears as a subject in many triples in the dataset.

One may claim that the node in question is the source to a

considerable amount of information in the dataset.

Consequently, using a prestigious node as a starting point in

order to retrieve information present in the dataset is likely

to lead to a more reliable result.

In-going prestige measures the links that points to a

specific node. Equivalently, the number of links the node in

question comprises the object of. A node with a high ingoing prestige value tends to be an important node for the

dataset because it represents useful information for most of

the nodes in the dataset. This in turn implies that following

the links to high in-going prestige nodes in the graph, one is

able to efficiently discover information originally hidden in

the dataset.



CONTRIBUTION

Firstly, we are going to outline the formal aspects of our

model. Next, we are going to explain the design and

evaluation of our API.

A Linked Dataset is a set of triples LD = (S, P, O) where

• S is a concept which is called subject

• O is a concept or a literal data which is called object

• P is an ordered pair which includes S and O. It is called

predicate

A predicate p = (S, O) is always directed from S to O; O is

also called the head and S is called the tail of the predicate;

O is said to comprise a direct successor of S, and S is said to

comprise a direct predecessor of O. If a path leads from S to

O, then O is said to be a successor of S and reachable from

S, and S is said to be a predecessor of O.

On the other hand, a Linked Dataset (LD) is called

symmetric if, for every predicated in LD, the corresponding

inverted predicated also belongs to LD.
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Fig. 3. The connection from node A to node A1 is a bridge in the dataset.



3) Reachability: Mean reachability is defined to be the

number of nodes that can be reached in the whole dataset,

using a given node as a starting point. More formally,

Definition: Reachability is a measure that counts the

number of nodes that can reached from a specific node.



Fig. 1. The input prestige for the node B is 4.



Combining these measures, one can obtain useful

information about the connections in the dataset, and on the

effectiveness of the alternative navigation routes in the

corresponding graph. Moreover, by processing the results

from the Bridge/Statements percentage method, one

establishes a better view on the dataset and its cohesion.



Fig. 2.



B. Development of TheMa API

The algorithms behind the four measures presented were

implemented in the Jena supporting software framework.

Jena is a framework for building semantic applications. It

has turned out to be very useful in our case because it

provides a programmatic environment for RDF, RDFS and

OWL, SPARQL (http://jena.apache.org).



The output prestige for node A is 5.



2) Bridges: A bridge of a given dataset is a predicate

connecting two nodes (the subject node and the object node)

which once deleted, there exist no alternative path from the

given subject node to the object node in question.

Equivalently, the removal of a bridge from a dataset results

into the splitting of the latter into two datasets. To identify

the cases whereby a given predicate comprises a bridge from

those that it does not (because this predicate can appear

several times in a dataset), we form a key from the whole

triple in which this predicate appears and connects the two

nodes that would otherwise be disconnected. More formally,



1) Prestige: As commented earlier, the two methods are

overloaded and they can be used to calculate the ingoing/out-going prestige for the whole dataset or to create a

new smaller (more specific) dataset by choosing the

predicates of interest . The result of both methods is a Map

data structure. As the key in the Map we have the name of

the node and as a value the count of the prestige of the node.



Definition: A bridge is a predicate whose removal

disconnects a Linked Dataset. (For example, a dataset with

the form of a tree is made entirely of bridges). A

disconnected Linked Dataset is a set of predicates whose

removal increases the number of components. Figure 3

presents an example of a bridge.



2) Bridges: We have devised two versions of the method

that calculates/identifies the bridges: one that calculates the

bridges in the whole dataset and a second that calculates the

bridges only between resources. Literals are not included in

the results. The two versions are overloaded and they can be

used on more specific models by selecting the predicates of

interest. However,the latter may result in some information

being lost. Because of this, the results obtained may not

directly relate to the real life situation considered.



Statements involving predicates that are bridges comprise

weak points for the dataset, because the latter becomes

disconnected once these statements are removed, resulting

in information being lost.

By collecting all the bridges in the dataset one can create

a critical path inside the graph and use it in order to evaluate

the importance of the result obtained from another procedure

or use it to calculate the importance of selected connections.



3) Bridge/Statements percentage: The measure reflects the

percentage of statements that comprise bridges. It represents

useful information in relation to the cohesion of the dataset.

Applying the classic graph technique on cohesion in

directed graphs is not useful because statement removal

implies information. In linked data, the links that

interconnect nodes represent information instances. In this
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Reachability

• Using #Brazil as the start node, the total number of

nodes that could be reached was 8. Thus, the reachability

of the #Brazil node was measured to be equal to 8.



respect, the algorithm that calculates the percentage of

statements that act as bridges in the graph comprises a better

approach, and a useful statistical measure. A high value of

the bridge/statements percentage implies a loosely

connected dataset, one that can easily become disconnected.

When the percentage is low, most of our nodes

interconnected to each other more than once. This in turn

implies a strongly connected dataset, one that is hard to split

it and (consequently) lose information.



Mean reachability

• The mean reachability of the dataset was calculated to be

equal to 257.159



4) Reachability/Mean Reachability: Reachability is a

measure that counts the number of nodes that can be

reached from a specific node. Mean reachability is the

average reachability value across the entire dataset. By

combining the two measures one can obtain useful

information about the connections in the dataset and on how

one can navigate through it. Moreover, if the above are

combined/considered in parallel with the aforementioned

Bridge/Statements percentage method in parallel, one

establishes a clearer view on the dataset and its cohesion.



CONCLUSION

We report on a new API involving algorithms used for

extracting implicit information from Linked Datasets. The

API incorporates basic network analysis algorithms applied

to graphs representing relations between discrete objects,

and includes methods for identifying the most prestigious

nodes, bridges, as well as for calculating useful statistics,

like reachability and mean reachability. The results indicate

that this set of algorithms can be useful in extracting

implicit information from datasets in the Web of Data.



RESULTS

In order to evaluate our approach, we created a linked

dataset on South American countries. The dataset was

extracted from DBpedia. The TheMa API was tested against

this dataset, giving the results summarized below.



In the future stages of our research, we intend to extend

the TheMa API in the direction of calculating a richer set of

measures. Measure like the number of cycles in the dataset

the closure of a node in a given dataset, etc.. The main idea

is to not only support basic network theory operations, but

also more involved statistics. For example, we wish extend

the API to calculate path similarity, as well as to

identify/predict missing links.

Lastly, we intend to devise a set of benchmarking linked

datasets to be used for comparing the TheMa API to other,

analogous, API’s that will be proposed by other researchers

in the near future.



Input prestige:

•

The most prestigious node was found to be #Argentina

with a value of 2001. That means that the node

#Argentina appeared as an object in the dataset’s

statements for 2001 times, the highest input prestige

value across the dataset.

Output prestige:

• The most prestigious node was found to be #Suriname

with a value of 182. This meant that the node #Suriname

appeared to be the subject in 182 statements, achieving

the highest output prestige value across the entire

dataset.
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Bridges/Statements Percentage

• The dataset consisted of 16038 statements, 12418 of

which represented bridges. Consequently, the

bridges/statements percentage value was calculated to be

0.774.

• From the 12418 bridges, 11735 were found to be the

instances of bridges pointing to resources and not to

literal values. Thus, the percentage of statements-bridges

that did not point to literals was calculated to be 0.732.
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